




About	the	magazine	

The	 Raw	 Society	 Magazine	 is	 a	 nonprofit	 project	 dedicated	 to	 sharing	 compelling	 and

important	stories	and	work	from	members	and	the	greater	photography	community.	

This	 first	 edition	 has	 been	 made	 possible	 by	 resources	 from	 The	 Raw	 Society	 and	 the

generous	 contributions	 of	 our	 members'	 and	 collaborators'	 stories	 and	 personal	 projects.

That	 being	 said,	 photography	 is	 a	 livelihood	 like	 any	 other,	 often	 involving	 long	 days,

sleepless	nights,	deep	concentration	and	sometimes	sweat	and	even	tears.	As	such,	our	aim

for	ensuing	future	editions	of	this	magazine	is	for	everyone	involved	to	be	compensated	for

their	time	and	work.	

Adopt	a	story	

We	 pride	 ourselves	 in	 doing	 things	 differently,	 and	 The	 Raw	 Society	 Magazine	 is	 no

exception.	 Our	 goal	 moving	 forward	 is	 to	 give	 readers	 and	 patrons	 a	 say	 in	 the	 story

selection	process.	

Every	year	a	number	of	story	proposals,	like	the	ones	you	are	about	to	read	in	these	pages,

will	 be	 presented.	 Each	 story	 includes	 a	 detailed	 description	 of	 the	 project,	 why	 the

photographer	 has	 chosen	 to	 pursue	 it	 and	what	 it	 will	 cost	 to	 produce	 (this	 can	 be	 found

when	scanning	the	QR	codes).	

Our	readers	have	the	opportunity	to	adopt	part	of	or	all	of	a	story	they	are	interested	in,	feel

connected	to,	or	simply	want	to	see	come	to	fruition.	All	donors	will	have	their	name	included

in	Issue	2	as	well	as	receive	a	copy	of	this	next	edition.

Adopt	a	story	and	become	a	part	of	creating	something	meaningful.	The	future	of	The

Raw	Society	Magazine	is	in	your	hands.	

Note:	All	donations	are	also	tax-deductible	for	U.S.	citizens.	



ATOMIC	COAST:	

PALOMARES,	SPAIN	1966	-2023	
A	story	by	Jorge	Delgado-Ureña



In	 the	midsts	of	 the	Cold	War,	 two	planes	of	 the	U.S.	Air	Force	collided	 in	 the	middle	of	a

refueling	 maneuver	 over	 the	 coast	 of	 Almeria,	 Spain.	 One	 of	 those	 planes	 was	 a	 B-52

stratofortress	 that	 was	 coming	 back	 from	 a	 deterrence	mission	 by	 the	 Soviet	 border	 and

going	back	to	the	air	base	in	the	U.S.	That	plane	was	carrying	four	Mark	28	thermonuclear

bombs	with	the	power	of	1.5	megatons	each.

Since	the	1945	bombing	of	Hiroshima	and	Nagasaki,	no	atomic	weapons	had	been	dropped

over	civilian	populated	areas	(that	we	know	of)	until	 that	morning	 in	Palomares.	Under	 the

stunned	 gaze	 of	 the	 people	 there,	 the	 two	 planes	 became	 a	 ball	 of	 fire	 in	 the	 sky	 and

moments	after,	thousands	of	plane	parts,	fuel,	a	pilot	still	sitting	in	his	chair	and	of	course	the

four	nuclear	weapons,	fell	from	the	sky	covering	with	debris	the	small	town	of	Palomares	and

the	surrounding	areas.	Miraculously,	no	one	was	hurt	at	the	moment	of	the	crash	besides	the

Air	Force	pilots.

Everything	is	OK.	

At	 the	 time,	 Spain	 was	 under	 the	 dictatorship	 of	 General	 Franco	 and	 had	 a	 strategic

relationship	with	 the	U.S.	 that	 included	the	use	of	Spanish	air	space	and	an	airbase	 in	 the

south	 of	 the	 country.	With	 the	 prestige	 of	 the	 alliance,	 Franco’s	 government	 was	 pushing

tourism,	and	news	of	a	nuclear	accident	would	put	in	danger	the	selling	point	of	Spain	being

a	safe,	sunny	country	with	beautiful	beaches.	It	did	not	paint	a	pretty	picture	of	the	American

air	 force	 either,	 so,	 the	 two	 countries	 came	 up	 with	 a	 strategy	 involving	 a	 series	 of	 P.R.

campaigns	aimed	at	convincing	the	rest	of	the	world	that	well,	everything	was	OK.



Meanwhile,	the	residents	of	Palomares	had	33	warships	anchored	along	their	coast	and	near

2000	soldiers	equipped	with	heavy	machinery	ready	to	find	the	bombs	and	“clean”	the	area

of	radioactive	material.	Something	that	was	done	quickly	and	superficially.

Levels	of	contamination	in	the	air	skyrocket	again.

In	 1986	 the	 excavation	 of	 two	 ponds	 for	 intensive	 irrigation	 began,	 raising	 enormous

amounts	 of	 earth	 and	 causing	 the	 contaminated	 soil	 to	 resurface.	 Large	 amounts	 of

contaminated	material	were	 also	 still	 buried	 somewhere	 nearby,	 in	 two	pits	 that	 had	been

dug	by	the	U.S.	Nobody	intervened.

A	document	from	the	Nuclear	Safety	Council	acknowledges	that	they	were	unaware	of

the	location	of	the	radioactive	material	and	had	to	search	for	it	with	georadar	starting

in	the	2000s,	when	the	housing	bubble	led	to	intensive	construction	in	the	area.

Since	 the	 accident	 took	 place,	 the	 issue	 of	 Palomares	 has	 reemerged	 on	 numerous

occasions	 in	 relations	 between	Spain	 and	 the	U.S.,	 but	more	 as	 an	 ace	 up	 the	 sleeve	 to

negotiate	other	issues,	than	to	demand	the	cleanup	of	the	contamination.	There	was	hope	in

2004	 and	 a	 non-binding	 agreement	 in	 2015.	 After	 that,	 everything	 returned	 to	 absolute

secrecy.

Why	is	this	story	important?

This	is	an	issue	that	no	government	involved	wants	to	re-open	because	there	are	too	many

questions	 in	 the	 air.	 However,	 the	 people	 living	 in	 Palomares	 deserve	 answers	 and	 to	 be
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Minister	of	tourism	Manuel	Fraga	&	U.S.	Ambassador	Angier	Biddle	Duke.Map	of	the	contaminated	areas	by	the	level	of	radiation	in	soil.



acknowledged.	 They	 have	 been	 overlooked	 for	 60	 years.	Additionally,	 this	 story	 not	 only

affects	the	inhabitants	of	the	area	and	their	sons	and	daughters,	but	several	U.S.	veterans

still	suffering	from	different	conditions	 linked	to	radiation	exposure	at	 the	 incident.	 	Finally,

and	 perhaps	 most	 disturbingly,	 I	 want	 to	 know	 why	 this	 issue	 is	 still	 treated	 with	 such

secrecy?

Why	me?

As	a	storyteller	and	a	Spaniard	that	has	spent	a	fair	amount	of	time	in	the	U.S.,	I	have	the

ability	to	tell	this	story	from	a	perspective	of	someone	that	has	a	good	understanding	of	both

countries,	 their	governments,	and	histories.	 I	am	 interested	not	only	 in	what	happened	 in

the	’60s	but	also	in	what’s	happening	today,	and	want	to	tell	the	story	that	is	not	well-known

either	for	Spaniards	or	Americans.	 I	believe	that	 the	best	use	of	photography	is	when	it	 is

used	 to	 put	 personal	 experiences,	 faces,	 and	 locations	 to	 the	 numbers,	 data	 and

declassified	documents.

Scan	the	QR	code	to	adopt

Jorge	Delgado-Ureña's	story.



CHILE’S	LITHIUM

PRODUCTION
A	story	by	Stephanie	Duprie	Routh

With	the	onset	of	electric	cars	and	the	push	by	activists	worldwide	to	step	away	from

fossil	fuels,	lithium	has	become	a	major	player	in	the	energy	sector.	

President	 Biden,	 a	 staunch	 supporter	 of	 the	 electric	 vehicle	 (EV)	 revolution,	 has

several	proposals	that	include	EV	incentives	in	efforts	to	shift	all	new	vehicles	sold	in

the	U.S.	to	electric	by	2030.	The	International	Energy	Agency	predicts	more	than	a	40-

fold	increase	in	demand	by	2040	and	current	lithium	prices	have	skyrocketed.	

Chile	 is	 the	 second	 largest	 producer	 of	 lithium	 behind	 Australia.	 However,	 Chile,

along	 with	 other	 South	American	 countries	 is	 struggling	 to	 keep	 up	 with	 demand.

Environmental	 concerns	 coupled	with	 economic	 and	 technological	 challenges	have

muddied	the	advancement	of	production.



This	project	serves	as	a	point	of	education	about	the	current	production	of	 lithium	in	Chile

and	as	an	exploration	of	the	possibilities	moving	forward.	The	essay	will	serve	as	a	tool	of

understanding	 for	EV	users,	mine-neighboring	citizens,	and	others	 interested	 in	 the	 future

of	energy	production.

Why	now?

Global	public	policy	is	pushing	forward	the	use	of	electric	vehicles	as	a	smarter	alternative

to	protect	our	planet	but	information	is	lacking	about	all	aspects	of	this	initiative.	Geological

changes	 and	 environmental	 impacts	 of	 lithium	mining	 are	 keys	 in	 the	 ecologically	 fragile

vault	we	call	earth.	Lithium	mining	can	be	part	of	a	positive	influence	in	the	protection	of	our

environment.	As	such,	 there	needs	 to	be	more	 information	 that	can	be	understood	by	 the

average	 person.	 As	 the	 world	 at	 large	 pushes	 the	 EV	 agenda,	 the	 dissemination	 of

information	 becomes	 imperative	 and	 time-sensitive.	 In	 less	 than	 a	 year,	 Elon	 Musk	 will

establish	a	 lithium	processing	plant	 in	Texas.	 In	 less	 than	seven	years,	 it	 is	 likely	all	new

cars	sold	in	the	U.S.	will	be	electric	and	the	triangle	of	Bolivia,	Argentina	and	Chile	will	be

the	main	producers	of	lithium.	Chile,	the	leader	in	South	American	lithium	production,	needs

an	avenue	to	expand.	Time	is	short	and	the	repercussions	are	long.	Education	is	the	best

way	to	make	good	decisions	for	our	planet	going	forward.

Why	me?	

I	drive	an	electric	vehicle	and	although	I	think	I	am	contributing	positively	by	stepping	away

from	 oil	 and	 gas,	 I	 truly	 do	 not	 understand	 the	 impact	 lithium	 production	 has	 on	 the

environment.	Further,	 I	 live	 in	Texas	where	Elon	Musk	 is	 in	 final	negotiations	 for	a	 lithium

production	plant	in	the	area	where	I	was	raised.	On	a	personal	level,	I	have	an	immediate

and	 integral	 interest	 in	 learning	more	about	 lithium	production.	On	a	public	 level,	 I	do	not

think	there	is	not	enough	information	worldwide	about	lithium	production	and	its	impact	on

the	environment.

Scan	the	QR	code	to	adopt

Stephanie	Duprie	Routh's	story.



FRAGMENTS
A	story	by	Ed	Kashi	&	Julie	Winokur



In	1962,	John	Steinbeck	published	Travels	With	Charley,	a	lyrical	memoir	about	his	road	trip

across	the	United	States.	He	was	yearning	to	reconnect	with	his	fellow	countrymen,	a	breed

he	 helped	 canonize	 through	 literature	 but	 with	 whom	 he	 felt	 out	 of	 touch.	 For

documentarians	Ed	Kashi	 and	 Julie	Winokur,	 the	 longing	 is	 all	 too	 familiar.	After	 decades

focused	 on	 geopolitical	 and	 social	 issues,	 they	 confront	 a	 similar	 sense	 of	 alienation	 to

Steinbeck’s	experience.	In	a	moment	when	culture	wars	are	on	the	rise	and	America	is	more

divided	 than	 united,	 Kashi	 and	Winokur	 question	who	we	 are	 as	Americans,	 how	we	 can

speak	such	different	languages,	embrace	such	different	truths,	and	inhabit	such	a	fractured

landscape.

At	 this	precarious	moment	 in	history,	demographic	destiny	 is	already	 redefining	 the	nation,

while	political	demagoguery	 fights	 to	retain	 the	white	world	order.	Evangelism,	 transformed

from	a	religion	into	a	political	party,	now	dictates	the	Supreme	Court.	Gender	is	now	open	for

interpretation,	and	white	men	have	been	moved	 to	 the	back	of	 the	 line,	while	women	and

people	of	color	reject	dissenting	opinions.

We	 know	 what	 we	 see	 in	 the	 press,	 but	 reality	 on	 the	 ground	might	 look	 quite	 different.

Documentary	work	 too	often	 relies	on	preordained	 ideas,	 rather	 than	 following	a	 series	 of

questions	that	invite	the	unscripted	truth	to	reveal	itself.	For	this	project,	Kashi	and	Winokur

will	 take	a	highly	personal,	 subjective	approach,	 in	 search	of	 truths	 that	 can	be	witnessed

and	 nuances	 that	 defy	 assumptions.	 They	 will	 rally	 decades	 of	 experience	 to	 unveil	 a

moment	 in	history	where	America	appears	 to	be	at	war	with	 itself	 in	 the	media,	but	at	 the

human	level,	the	reality	might	feel	entirely	different.

The	 goal	 of	 this	 one-month	 road	 trip	 –	 in	 which	 Kashi	 and	Winokur	 will	 travel	 to	 Dallas,

Texas,	 and	 the	 lower	 Mississippi	 Delta	 –	 is	 to	 document	 and	 photograph	 school	 board

meetings,	political	 rallies,	cultural	events,	 local	community	activities	and	other	examples	of

the	local	atmosphere	in	each	of	these	distinct	southern	areas	of	America.	This	will	be	the	first

of	many	future	trips	and	will	 lay	the	groundwork	for	an	ambitious	and	deeply	rooted	look	at

the	 fractured	 landscape	 of	 America	 today,	 to	 try	 to	 decode	 how	 this	 country	 could	 edge

towards	the	precipice	of	authoritarianism,	and	how	democratic	values	and	structures	seem	to

be	eroding	before	our	eyes.

Scan	the	QR	code	to	adopt	Ed

Kashi	&	Julie	Winokur's	story.



WALLS	OF	ISTANBUL:	

CONNECTING	TO	OUR	PAST	
A	story	by	Tamer	Tamar



We	are	 living	 in	a	time	where	countries	are	taking	sides	 in	a	new	cold	war	and	people	are

increasingly	separated	and	polarized	in	their	ideologies.	Nothing	symbolizes	this	separation

like	“walls”,	whether	they	are	built	to	block	incoming	refugees	or	keep	neighboring	countries

at	 bay.	 There	 are	 some	 walls,	 however,	 that	 are	 precious	 and	 connect	 the	 past	 with	 the

future.	The	24	km-long	Theodosius	Walls,	a	UNESCO	Heritage	site,	are	barely	holding	on	to

the	past,	 snaking	around	quietly	 in	 old	 Istanbul	while	 sheltering	new	 lives	and	 stories.	My

project	is	about	documenting	the	past,	present	and	future	of	these	walls.

Why	is	it	worthwhile?

The	 walls	 of	 Istanbul	 have	 been	 protecting

Istanbul,	 the	 capital	 to	 two	 empires,	 for

centuries.	Visually,	they	are	a	stunning	and	a

significant	 part	 of	 the	 history	 of	 both	 Turkey

and	Europe,	carrying	traces	and	stories	from

the	past.	The	walls	lost	their	significance	after

Turkey	 moved	 its	 capital	 to	 Ankara.	 As	 a

consequence,	 they	have	been	swallowed	up

by	 the	 exponential	 urbanization	 of	 Istanbul

and	are	crumbling	at	an	unprecedented	rate.

From	 a	 sociological	 perspective,	 their	 new

state	 is	 also	 incredible	 visually,	 from	 its

hidden	make-shift	 houses	 and	 inhabitants	 to

the	 vegetable	 gardens	 enclosed	 in	 special-

access	corners.

The	 survival	 of	 the	 walls	 depends	 on	 the	 restoration	 efforts	 of	 the	 new	 pro-Western

municipality	 of	 Istanbul,	 committed	 to	 protecting	 the	 multi-cultural	 heritage	 of	 the	 city.

However,	the	outcome	of	the	2023	general	elections	threatens	to	stop	these	efforts.	There	is

a	window	of	7	months	 to	document	 the	state	and	 “life”	of	 the	walls	before	special	access

becomes	 harder	 to	 obtain.	 This	 project	 will	 be	 a	 valuable	 historical	 and	 sociological

reportage	while	challenging	the	global	politicized	cliches	surrounding	contemporary	“walls”.



Why	me?	

The	 walls	 of	 Istanbul	 are	 my	 earliest	 memories	 of	 Istanbul.	 They	 are	 the	 perfect

representation	 of	 “huzun”,	 a	Turkish	word	 for	melancholy.	Both	my	grandfather	 and	 father

studied	near	the	walls	of	Istanbul,	painting	my	childhood	imagination	with	Byzantine	intrigue

and	Ottoman	 conquests.	 	As	 a	Turkish	 photographer,	 I	 have	 the	municipal	 and	 academic

connections	 to	gain	access	 to	 the	unknown	spectacular	parts	of	 the	walls.	This	project	will

require	the	combination	of	special	access	and	motivation	that	I	bring.

Scan	the	QR	code	to	adopt

Tamer	Tamar's	story.



THE	STATE	OF	AMERICAN

JOURNALISM	
A	story	by	Micah	&	Kayla	Green



Two	newspapers	a	week.	Gone.	

We’ve	lost	more	than	360	in	the	pandemic	and	more	than	a	quarter	of	them	all	since	2005.	A

fifth	of	our	country’s	population	is	now	without	a	local	news	organization	or	in	an	area	where

it’s	at	risk	of	losing	the	one	left.

How	do	we	know?	In	the	decade	we’ve	been	working	in	newsrooms	across	the	South,	we’ve

seen	coworkers	get	undeservingly	laid	off,	resulting	in	more	responsibility	being	shouldered

by	 those	who	 remain.	We’ve	seen	what	happens	when	people	don’t	 pay	attention	 to	 their

newspaper’s	reporting	on	local	government,	the	corruption	that	comes	from	ill-suited	officials

gaining	 positions	 of	 unchecked	 power.	And	 we’ve	 seen	 what	 happens	 when	 they	 do	 pay

attention,	the	change	that	comes	when	an	informed	electorate	goes	to	the	polls.

We	work	 for	The	Sumter	 Item	 in	South	Carolina	and	Gulf	Coast	Media	 in	Baldwin	County,

Alabama.	Both	are	 the	 last	 lines	of	defense	against	 those	communities	 losing	access	 to	a

paid,	 local,	printed	newspaper.	We’ve	seen	some	of	what	works	and	a	 lot	of	what	doesn’t

and	intimately	know	the	landscape	in	which	this	project’s	story	lives.

In	2020,	10	newspapers	closed	across	the	small	state	of	South	Carolina	alone.



Through	our	connections	in	the	industry	because	of	our	continuing	work	with	 independent,

family-owned	papers	that	afford	us	creative	and	operational	flexibility	to	pursue	innovation,

we	can	find	communities	on	the	front	lines	of	the	country’s	news	desert	landscape.

In	115	counties	in	Missouri,	home	to	the	top-tier	journalism	school	in	the	nation,	59%	are	at

risk	 of	 becoming	 a	 news	 desert	 with	 only	 one	 newspaper	 in	 publication,	 according	 to

Northwestern	 University’s	 The	 State	 of	 Local	 News	 2022	 report	 penned	 by	 Penny

Abernathy,	a	larger	percentage	than	the	20%	nationwide.

Metropolitan	cities	are	not	on	the	brink.	Jackson	County,	which	houses	Kansas	City	on	the

western	border	and	is	the	state’s	second-most	populous	county,	has	10	newspapers,	while

St.	Louis	City	County	on	the	other	border	and	home	to	the	second-largest	city	in	the	state,

has	six.	Only	22	counties	have	three	or	more	newspapers;	68	have	one.

For	 this	 project,	 we	 will	 visit	 one	 of	 those	 at-risk	 counties	 to	 explore	 the	 state	 of	 a	 local

newspaper	on	 the	 last	 front	 line,	 to	visualize	 the	community’s	 relationship	with	 local	news

and	feature	people	and	impacts	at	the	center	of	the	storm.

Two	neighboring	counties	 in	 rural	South	Carolina	are	 listed	 in	Abernathy’s	 report	as	news

deserts.	Between	Augusta	 and	South	Carolina’s	 Low	 country,	Allendale	County	 has

been	news-barren,	and	Bamberg	County	was	listed	for	the	first	time	in	this	year’s	report.

We	 will	 also	 visit	 these	 communities	 to	 explore	 how	 they	 get	 –	 or	 don’t	 get	 –	 local

information	and	what	larger	is	lost	when	access	to	that	information	ceases	to	exist.

We	are	compelled	to	tell	this	story	because	we	know	that	among	the	first	of	what’s	lost	when

local	 news	 shutters	 is	 hope.	When	 people	 resort	 to	 the	misinformation	 rampant	 in	 social

media	 rumors	 and	 national	 cable	 network	 politics	 to	 shape	 their	 day-to-day	 decisions,

they’re	pulled	 toward	the	negative,	 the	sensational.	The	full	picture	of	 real	 life,	of	nuanced

interactions,	 is	 told	 better	 through	 reliable,	 accurate,	 local	 news.	 So	 we	 also	 want	 to

document	a	community	that	is	benefiting	from	that	fullness.

Scan	the	QR	code	to	adopt	

Micah	&	Kayla	Green's	story.



CO-ADDICT
A	story	by	Christelle	Enquist

According	 to	 the	World	 Health	Organization,	 it	 is	 estimated	 that	 237	million	 people	 suffer

from	 alcohol	 abuse	 disorder	 (just	 under	 3%	 of	 the	world	 population)	 and	 3	million	 deaths

every	year	result	from	harmful	use	of	alcohol.	To	put	this	into	perspective,	the	same	number

of	deaths	occurred	 in	2020	due	 to	COVID-19	which,	on	 the	30th	of	 January	of	2020,	was

declared	a	public	health	emergency	of	international	concern	(PHEIC).

My	father	was	one	of	those	3	million	people	who	died	of	alcohol	abuse.

This	project,	however,	 is	not	about	alcoholics,	 it’s	about

the	 people	who	have	 been	 affected	 by	 having	 someone

close	to	them	that	is	(or	was)	an	alcoholic.	



In	my	case,	that	would	be	3	people,	in	other	cases	the	number	may	only	be	1,	and	still	others

maybe	 many	 more.	 There	 aren’t	 any	 global	 figures	 but	 in	 the	 United	 States	 alone,	 the

number	 is	5.	To	be	optimistic	 let’s	assume,	for	now,	that	each	alcoholic	affects	only	3	other

people.	That’s	711	million	people	affected	and	that	have	experienced	the	side	effects	of

alcoholism	up	close	and	personal.

This	project	 is	about	me,	my	mother,	my	brother,	possibly	you	and	 those	other	711	million

people	who	are	known	as	co-addicts.

I	was	already	an	adult	when	my	father’s	alcohol	abuse	disorder	got	bad,	but	I	can’t	pinpoint

the	 exact	moment	 in	 which	 I	 realized	 that	 the	 situation	 was	 serious.	 It	 was	more	 like	 the

boiling	 frog	 apologue.	A	 slow	 crescendo	 until	 it	 was	 too	 late.	What	 I	 do	 remember	 is	 the

helplessness,	confusion	and	anger.	The	loneliness	of	being	in	a	situation	that	no	one	seemed

to	understand	and	the	desperation	of	neither	knowing	how	to	deal	with	it	nor	how	to	‘cure’	my

father	as	he	progressively	got	worse.

On	 the	 25	 August	 2017,	 while	 attending	 my	 first	 therapy	 session	 for	 addicts	 and	 family

members	of	addicts,	a	man	kept	referring	to	himself	as	a	co-addict	which	I	assumed	meant

that	he	too	had	a	disorder.	It	wasn’t	until	the	end	of	the	session	when	I	spoke	to	him	that	he

explained	what	it	meant:	A	behavior	that	can	afflict	anyone	who	has	a	close	relationship

with	an	addicted	person.

And	then	it	hit	me.	All	the	things	that	I	had	been	experiencing	had	a	name,	and	it	had	a	name

because	it	was	common	and	I	was	not	alone.	I	was	and	am	a	co-addict.

.

The	goal	of	this	project	is	to	tell	my	own	story	and	that	of	several	other	co-addicts,	with	the

hope	of	helping	others	who	are	going	through	similar	experiences,	and	to	let	them	know	that

they	 are	 not	 alone.	Additionally,	 I	 want	 to	 shed	 light	 on	 the	 severe	 consequences	 alcohol

abuse	disorders	can	have,	not	just	for	the	addicted	individual,	but	for	families	and	society	as

a	whole.
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OPEN	DOORS
A	story	by	Sandra	Hernández

Is	an	open	door	an	invitation	to	come	inside?	

I	was	in	Cuba	in	July	to	start	this	project.	During	my	walks	through	the	streets	of	Havana	and

Trinidad	I	 found	that	people	 lived	with	open	doors.	The	 line	between	public	and	private	 life

disappears	and	both	environments	merge.	I	ventured	into	all	 the	homes	that	had	the	doors

open,	 talking	 to	people,	 learning	 their	stories	and	portraying	 them	 in	 their	 intimate	spaces.

What	 I	 found	was	a	noble	people	who	 feel	 forgotten	 in	 the	midst	of	an	extremely	alarming

situation.	Through	this	project	I	seek	to	give	them	voice	and	visibility	with	all	the	dignity	they

deserve.



Cuba	is	all	that	our	imaginary	dictates:	stunning	architecture,	good	music,	people	of	sensual

movements,	premium	coffee	and	cigars,	paradisiacal	beaches,	and	many	more	wonders.	An

imaginary	that,	although	it	has	a	lot	of	truth,	is	an	incomplete	perception,	a	fantasy,	a	kind	of

veil	 that	 prevents	 seeing	 that	 other	 face	 that	 has	 nothing	 great:	 the	 face	 of	 the

precariousness	in	which	its	people	live	and	the	complex	reality	of	a	country	mired	in	a	crisis

that	has	accentuated	over	the	years	and	that	has	reached	a	limit	difficult	to	understand	and,

therefore,	to	explain.

Why	this	story	is	worthwhile:

Cuba	is	at	the	height	of	an	economic	and	humanitarian	crisis.	People	are	leaving	the	island	in

huge	 droves,	 as	 never	 seen	 before.	 The	 population	 is	 convinced	 that	 a	 big	 and	 dramatic

change	is	about	to	happen.	This	island	is	one	of	the	most	visited	destinations	by	professional

and	amateur	photographers	looking	to	take	advantage	of	the	photogenic	aspect	of	this	place

and	 much	 of	 the	 photographic	 work	 that	 has	 been	 done	 about	 this	 country	 has	 been

dedicated	 to	 romanticize	 the	 poverty	 in	which	 its	 people	 live	 and	 exploit	 their	 clichés.	 It	 is

important	to	show	that	other	face	that	few	dare	to	explore	to	break	the	stereotypes	linked	to

this	Caribbean	island	and	give	voice	to	the	Cuban	people	who	feel	forgotten	and	abandoned

to	 their	 fate.	 It	 is	 imperative	 to	 leave	 testimony	 of	 their	 current	 situation	 through	 a	 more

intimate	and	profound	approach.

Why	me?

The	reality	in	Cuba	has	shaken	me	deeply	and	as	a	photographer	I	have	the	commitment	to

show	that	side	that	few	visitors	dare	to	see	and	that,	 is	the	story	that	needs	to	be	told.	The

camera	is	my	vehicle	for	it.	Due	to	the	political	system	that	currently	governs	Cuba,	the	local

people	are	scrupulously	monitored.	Cubans	don’t	even	trust	their	own	neighbors,	so	a	local

photographer	wouldn’t	have	the	same	access	to	people’s	intimacy	as	a	foreigner	like	me.	In

the	trip	I	did	this	year	I	had	the	opportunity	of	being	welcomed	by	many	families	that	allowed

me	to	come	inside	their	places	and	shared	with	me	their	everyday	life.	I	want	to	continue	this

exploration	and	take	it	further.
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SONORAN	DOGOS
A	story	by	Rory	Doyle

A	 photo	 essay	 about	 the	 growing	 culinary	 popularity	 of	 Sonoran

Dogos	(hot	dogs	with	a	twist)	in	Sonora,	Mexico.



For	years,	 I’ve	been	traveling	 to	Ciudad	Obregón,	Sonora	 to	visit	my	wife’s	 family,	and	 I’ve

witnessed	this	street	food	grow	in	popularity	and	in	style,	sold	by	vendors	called	“dogueros.”

The	demand	for	dogos	rivals	that	of	tacos,	really	expanding	the	culinary	options	of	Sonora.

There’s	debate	about	the	origins	of	Sonoran	dogos,	but	there’s	no	debate	about	the

popularity	of	the	many	twists	to	the	classic	American	hot	dog	in	northern	Mexico.	

The	hot	dogs	themself	(dogos)	begin	just	like	their	American	counterparts	on	the	grill,	but	the

similarities	 end	 there.	 The	most	 distinct	 characteristic	 of	 all	 dogos	 is	 that	 they	 are	 bacon-

wrapped.	New	options	include	a	hot	dog	sliced	and	stuffed	with	cheese	and	grilled	shrimp,	a

hot	 dog	 with	 cheese	 stuffed	 inside	 an	 Anaheim	 pepper,	 and	 a	 new	 creation,	 a	 hot	 dog

wrapped	in	a	flour	tortilla	—	which	is,	of	course,	wrapped	in	bacon.	There	are	endless	options

tied	to	these	ingredients.

Aside	from	the	dogo,	the	toppings	and	buns	are	also	noteworthy.	Toppings	include	a	number

of	 salsas,	 guacamole,	 diced	 tomatoes,	 sautéed	 onions,	 sliced	 cucumbers	 in	 soy	 sauce,

canned	mushrooms,	cotija	cheese,	nacho	cheese,	mustard,	ketchup,	mayo	and	more.	The

bread	 is	also	distinct	because	 it’s	baked	 larger	and	 fluffier	 than	an	American	bun	 (called	a

bolillo)	and	is	served	hot	from	a	steam	bath	on	the	hot	dog	cart.	Most	dogs	are	accompanied

by	a	side	of	fries	or	bacon-wrapped	and	cheese-stuffed	yellow	peppers.

Despite	 the	popularity	 of	 the	Dogos,	 I	 haven’t	 seen	a	 deep	photo	 essay	about	 dogos	and

would	like	to	investigate	the	history,	and	tell	the	story	of	this	new	and	growing	tradition.
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SILVESTERKLAUSEN:	AN	OLD

NEW	YEAR'S	CUSTOM	
A	story	by	Sabina	Diethelm



Appenzell	is	a	small	canton	in	Switzerland,	further	divided	into	two	half-cantons,	a	Protestant

half	and	a	Catholic	half.	In	the	Protestant	half,	an	old	winter	custom	called	“Silvesterklausen”

has	been	practiced	for	centuries	in	a	number	of	municipalities.	On	New	Year’s	Eve,	several

groups	 of	mummers,	 disguised	 and	wearing	masks	 and	 headdresses,	 roam	 the	Appenzell

hills	and	meadows	and	wander	 from	 farm	 to	 farm.	At	each	 farm,	 they	stop	 to	yodel	 for	 the

farm	 owners	 and	 to	 wish	 them	 a	 happy	 new	 year.	 Those	 mummers	 are	 referred	 to	 as

“Silvesterkläuse”	(which	 loosely	translates	to	“New	Year’s	Eve	Santas”)	and	there	are	three

types	of	them:	the	beautiful	(schöni	Chläus),	the	wild	(wüeschti	Chläus)	and	the	wild-beautiful

ones,	also	called	the	natural	(Naturchläus)	ones.

Silvesterklausen	 is	 celebrated	 twice	a	year	because	back	 in	1582,	when	Pope	Gregor	XIII

introduced	the	new	Gregorian	calendar,	the	protestant	Appenzell	people	wouldn’t	accept	the

reform	 and	 stuck	 to	 the	 old	 Julian	 calendar.	 Thus,	 today,	 as	 the	 last	 remnant	 of	 this

resistance,	Silvesterklausen	is	still	practiced	both	on	the	“new”	New	Year’s	Eve	on	the	31st	of

December	 and	 on	 the	 “old”	New	Year’s	 Eve	 according	 to	 the	 old	 Julian	 calendar	 14	 days

later.	

Even	 though	 the	 custom	 seems	 to	 be	 similar	 to	 other	 pagan	winter	 customs,	 it	 is	 unclear

where	Silvesterklausen	has	its	origins.

The	goal	of	this	project	is	to	document	the	old	tradition	and	find	out	more	about	its	origins,	its

Christian	and	potential	pagan	 influences,	but	also	why	 it	 is	still	practiced	with	such	pride	 in

only	a	few	municipalities	in	half	a	canton,	while	people	stopped	practicing	it	in	other	places.
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What	made	the	custom	persist	there	and	why	is	it	no	longer	practiced	in	other	places?	Apart

from	finding	and	interviewing	local	people	who	still	practice	this	tradition,	I	also	want	to	dig

deep	into	its	history.	In	our	modern	age	of	globalisation	and	digitalization,	it	is	probably	more

important	 than	ever	 to	 talk	about	and	preserve	old	 local	 traditions.	Besides	constituting	an

intrinsic	part	of	 local	culture	and	identity,	Silvesterklausen	also	creates	an	incredible	sense

of	belonging,	a	feeling	that	is	hard	to	find	elsewhere	in	Switzerland	in	such	a	strong	form.

I	grew	up	very	close	to	the	canton	of	Appenzell	and	have	been	hiking	in	its	picturesque	hills

and	mountains	for	as	long	as	I	can	remember.	Silvesterklausen,	however,	still	holds	a	great

sense	of	mystery	 to	me	and	 I’m	eager	 to	 find	out	more	about	 this	old	custom,	 the	people

practicing	it	and	its	origins.	Access	is	the	biggest	challenge	but	thanks	to	family	ties,	I	have

been	able	to	get	in	touch	with	a	group	of	Silvesterkläuse	and	have	been	given	permission	to

follow	them	around,	ask	them	questions	and	document	the	“behind	the	scenes”.
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COLORISM	IN	AMERICA	
A	story	by	Lisa	Winner



Wikipedia	defines	colorism	as	“discrimination	based	on	skin	tone,	in	which	people	with	similar

ethnic	 traits	 are	 treated	 differently	 due	 to	 the	 social	 implications	 that	 come	 with	 cultural

meanings	attached	 to	skin	 tone”.	Research	has	 found	extensive	evidence	of	discrimination

based	on	skin	tone	in	all	aspects	of	our	society,	from	education	and	career	opportunities,	to

housing	and	health	care.	Lighter	skin	 tones	are	seen	as	preferable	 in	almost	every	culture

across	the	globe,	so	much	so	that	 the	beauty	 industry	has	capitalized	on	this	phenomenon

through	the	sale	of	skin-lightening	products,	which	are	projected	to	reach	$8.9B	in	sales	by

the	year	2024.

The	term	“white-passing”,	which	was	originally	coined	during	the	late	19th	century,	referred	to

African	Americans	who	utilized	their	 lighter	skin	tones	to	assume	the	privilege	of	whiteness.

Now	the	term	has	evolved	to	include	all	those	who	identify	as	a	person	of	color	but	who	are

perceived	as	white	due	to	their	lighter	skin	tone.



Colorism	is	also	frequently	observed	among	members	of	the	same	ethnic	or	racial	groups.

Sociologist	 Margaret	 Hunter	 once	 wrote	 “lighter-skinned	 people	 sometimes	 struggle	 with

issues	around	identity,	like	not	feeling	“black	enough,”	or	being	ostracized	by	other	people	of

color,	 including	 their	 own	 families	 because	 of	 their	 complexion.	 It’s	 more	 the	 social,

emotional,	psychological	components	of	group	membership	that	are	difficult	for	light-skinned

people.”

Being	Puerto	Rican,	 I	often	struggle	with	 fitting	 in	with	 those	of	my	 identified	ethnic	group

due	 to	my	 lighter	 skin	 tone.	When	 talking	 with	 other	 Hispanic	 people,	 I	 typically	 need	 to

identify	myself	as	Puerto	Rican	 to	 “fit	 in”.	Even	upon	speaking	Spanish,	 I	am	often	asked,

“How	did	you	learn	Spanish?”	and	“Why	is	your	accent	so	good?”.	When	opportunities	arise

within	my	profession	for	those	that	identify	as	a	“Person	of	Color”,	I	feel	guilt	for	considering

an	application	because	my	skin	tone	is	more	reflective	of	my	European	ancestors	than	my

indigenous	 ones.	 I	 feel	 guilty	 for	 possibly	 taking	 away	 an	 opportunity	 that	 may	 be	 better

suited	 for	 my	 darker	 skinned	 brethren.	 (Pew	 Research	 issued	 a	 survey	 across	 3,375

Hispanic	adults	 residing	 in	 the	United	States	 in	March	2021	asking	about	 the	 impact	 skin

color	has	had	on	their	opportunities	within	the	United	States.	62%	indicated	having	a	darker

skin	tone	has	hurt	their	ability	to	get	ahead.)	Colorism	is	so	deeply	ingrained	in	the	fabric	of

this	nation	that	we	are	all	affected	by	its	presence.

My	 project	 will	 look	 at	 members	 of	 Black,	 White,	 Asian	 American,	 and	 Latino	 American

communities	and	uncover	how	their	skin	tone	has	affected	their	opportunities	 in	society	as

well	 as	within	 their	 own	ethnic	 communities.	 I	will	 bring	 together	 a	 range	of	 individuals	 of

various	skin	tones	within	each	ethnic	group	to	photograph	conceptual	work	in	a	studio	space

(a	series	of	backs	across	a	skin	 tone	spectrum,	 for	example).	 I	will	also	delve	deeper	with

two	individuals	from	each	ethnic	group	(one	of	darker	skin	tone	and	one	of	lighter	skin	tone),

to	extrapolate	their	personal	experiences	with	skin	tone.	I	will	visit	their	homes	and	places	of

work	 (if	 possible)	 to	 create	 environmental	 portraits	 of	 them	with	 artifacts	 and	members	 of

their	family/community	which	captures	their	sense	of	identity.
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THERE	IS	NO	'THEY'
A	story	by	Eric	Elmore



Homelessness	 is	 a	 crisis	 for	 one	 human.	The	word	 “crisis”	 fails,	 however,	 to	 describe	 the

extent	 and	 rapidly	 increasing	 severity	 of	 homelessness	 for	 the	 thousands	 of	 Phoenix

residents,	 estimated	 at	 last	 count	 –	 a	 severe	 undercount	 –	 at	 over	 SEVEN	 THOUSAND.

“Official”	 resources	 aimed	 at	 relieving,	 NOT	 resolving	 homelessness	 remain	 wholly

inadequate.	Officially,	the	Valley	offers	up	just	over	one	thousand	shelter	beds.

Poverty	&	homelessness	within	the	United	States	still	remain	widely	demonized,	stereotyped,

portrayed,	and	internalized	as	moral	failings	attributed	solely	to	an	individual.	Most	Americans

know	that	there	is	a	significant	“homelessness	problem.”	This	“problem”,	however,	is	typically

pawned	off,	pushed	aside,	and	put	away	for	large,	amorphous	organizations	and	institutions

to	 deal	 with.	 “It	 is	 not	 MY	 problem”…	 so	 it	 goes.	 65	 to	 70%	 of	Americans,	 however,	 live

paycheck	 to	 paycheck.	No	meaningful	 social	 safety	 net	 exists	 in	Arizona	 or	 the	U.S.	 as	 a

whole.	

The	vast	majority	of	Americans	are	consequently…	ONE	 job	 loss,	ONE	 illness,	ONE

injury,	 ONE	 crisis,	 &	 ONE	 very	 short	 step	 away	 from	 homelessness	 themselves…

myself	very	much	included.

This	project	has	 two	 fundamental	goals.	The	 first	goal	 is	an	 (elevated)	awareness	 that	 the

homeless	humans	we	both	mentally	and	physically	pass	by,	that	we	consider	an	“other”,	and

those	 providing	 direct	 assistance/mutual	 aid	 to	 them	 are,	 in	 fact,	 us.	 The	 second	 goal,

founded	on	the	first,	is	a	call	to	action	for	those	who	are	housed	and	not	currently	involved	in

relieving	and	resolving	homelessness	to	personally	get	involved	in	a	meaningful	way.	It	 is	a

call	for	direct	action.

The	 complexity	 and	 sensitivity	 of	 this	 project	 will	 demand	 significant	 time	 and	 the

development	of	significant	trust	among	myself	and	its	participants.	The	total	duration	of	this

project	will	 likely	take	multiple	years.	“There	Is	No	‘They’”	aims	to	document	multiple	issues

surrounding	 homelessness,	 including,	 but	 not	 limited	 to,	 children,	 mothers	 and	 fathers,

veterans,	 the	 elderly,	 mental	 and	 physical	 disability,	 addiction,	 police	 harassment	 and

violence,	 near-homelessness,	 and	 the	 numerous	 structural	 (economic,	 political,	 and	 legal)

and	cultural	barriers	contributing	to	homelessness.
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A	WAY	INTO	MEXICO
A	story	by	Jim	Ewel



In	 Mexico,	 about	 2.8	 billion	 people	 travel	 between	 cities	 by	 bus	 each	 year.	 That	 doesn’t

include	 travel	within	 cities.	Mexico	City	 alone	 reports	 about	 1.6	 billion	passenger	 trips	 per

year.	Compare	that	to	airline	travel	(about	44.4	million	passenger	trips	per	year)	or	rail	(about

57	million	passenger	trips	per	year),	or	car	travel	(about	50	million	cars	in	a	country	of	132

million)	and	it	becomes	clear	that	travel	by	bus	is	the	most	popular	form	of	transportation	in

Mexico.

Bus	 travel	 in	Mexico	also	offers	 different	 levels	 of	 comfort.	Whereas	 in	 the	United	States,

which	has	only	one	nationwide	bus	carrier	and	a	few	regional	ones,	Mexico	has	more	than

200	 different	 bus	 carriers.	While	 the	majority	 are	 low-cost,	 utilitarian	 transportation,	 some

carriers	offer	food	and	comfort	comparable	to	first	class	seating	in	airlines.

Buses	offer	many	interesting	opportunities	for	telling	stories.	They	are	about	departures	and

arrivals,	sometimes	part	of	a	life	transition:	A	parent	sending	off	a	child	to	school	or	to	live	in

a	distant	city,	 traveling	 to	celebrate	a	wedding,	 to	visit	a	grandchild	or	 to	attend	a	 funeral.

People	meet	each	other	on	buses,	sometimes	in	consequential	ways.	In	this	project,	 I’ll	be

looking	for	such	stories.

I’ve	 visited	Mexico	 several	 times	 over	 the	 years,	 but	 last	 year	 was	 the	 first	 time	 I	 visited

Mexican	 cities	 other	 than	 the	 typical	 resorts	 that	 most	Americans	 and	 Europeans	 visit	 in

Mexico.	What	 I	discovered	was	a	rich	culture,	an	old	culture,	and	a	culture	 that	was	much

different	than	my	surface	level	ideas	about	Mexico.

Inspired	 by	 photographer	 Raghubir	 Singh	 who	 used	 a	 car	 as	 a	 unifying	 device	 to	 frame

India:	 the	 people,	 the	 colors,	 temples,	 tourists,	 landscapes,	 my	 goal	 is	 to	 use	 buses	 in

Mexico	 to	 document	 the	 people	 and	 discover	 their	 stories	 with	 the	 hope	 of	 portraying	 a

lesser	known	side	of	Mexico.
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SANCTUARY:	STREET	VETS
A	story	by	Thomas	Machowicz

In	the	U.S.	cities	of	Atlanta,	San	Diego,	Sacramento	and	Los	Angeles,	street	veterinarians

are	bringing	veterinary	care	to	some	of	our	most	vulnerable	family	members	–	the	pets	of

those	 experiencing	 homelessness.	 Through	 triage,	 emergency	 surgeries	 and	 financial

assistance,	 Jameson	Humane	 and	 Project	 Street	 Vet	 assist	 the	 animals	 that	 need	 it	 the

most.	This	photo	and	video	project	will	document	their	work,	and	the	stories	of	 individuals

living	on	the	street	with	 their	companion	animals.	With	your	help,	 this	will	be	an	 important

chapter	 in	a	 larger	body	of	work	–	The	Sanctuary	Project,	documenting	animals	and	the

people	who	rescue	them	in	all	the	major	challenges	facing	humans	and	non-human	animals

in	the	world	today.
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Why	is	this	urgent	and	how	does	it	help?

While	exhibiting	work	on	animal	rescue	during	the	Russian	invasion	of	Ukraine,	a	guest	said,

“I	never	thought	about	the	animals	 in	this	situation.	This	has	given	me	a	whole	new

perspective	on	the	war.”

Like	 war	 and	 conflict,	 one	 can	 easily	 be	 desensitized	 to	 homelessness	 unless	 they	 have

some	experience	with	it.	Yet	over	580,000	people	experienced	homelessness	in	the	U.S.	in

2022.	It	is	estimated	that	10-25%	of	those	individuals	were	also	caring	for	their	pets.

The	Sanctuary	Project	has	proven	that	looking	at	these	issues	through	the	lens	of	the	people

who	 rescue	 animals	 can	 have	 a	 profound	 effect.	 It	 is	 never	 too	 soon	 to	 share	 stories	 of

compassion	and	positive	change.	Our	world	needs	more	examples	of	how	 to	make	 things

better	for	everyone	who	shares	this	planet.

Why	me?

I	started	The	Sanctuary	Project	in	2018.	Since	that	time	I	have	traveled	to	seven	countries	to

document	animals	and	 the	people	who	 rescue	 them,	 including	Poland	and	Ukraine	during

the	beginning	of	 the	Russian	 invasion.	 I’ve	also	created	multiple	short	 films	about	different

animal	rescue	issues.	Every	time	I	dive	into	this	story	I	expand	my	capacity	for	compassion

and	meaningful	storytelling.


